Plasmas 5, 2742 (1998)], thus providing a quantitative limit to the latter method: The hydrodynamic approach presents more than 10% inaccuracy in the presence of temperature variations of the order ∆T /T > ∼ 1%, and similar *
I. INTRODUCTION
The non-Maxwellian electron velocity distributions, resulting from the non-classical drive and transport under laser-fusion relevant conditions, may significantly affect the dispersion and damping of the different waves present in the plasma. This in turn may alter the thresholds and gains of parametric instabilities, such as stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), involving the plasma wave and the ion acoustic wave respectively. This issue has been addressed in the past by Bychenkov et al. 1 as well as
Afeyan et al.. 2 The systematic characterization of the non-Maxwellian electron velocity distribution functions was performed by Matte et al. 3 in the case of uniform laser illumination, i.e. neglecting spatial transport. In this study, the competition between inverse Bremsstrahlung, A question, which naturally arises in this context, concerns the validity of Matte's local relation in the case of an inhomogeneous plasma, where spatial transport takes place. Inhomogeneities are expected to particularly affect the tails of the distribution, formed by the highly mobile particles. In reference 3, the relation n = n(α) was in fact already tested in a simulation of a non-uniform plasma, modeling the laser absorption in an underdense region, and the subsequent heat transport into the overdense region. As expected, the local relation failed to correctly represent the distributions near the critical surface, where the plasma 3 parameters vary rapidly and spatial transport is therefore important. The representation of the electron distributions with DLM functions was also applied in reference 2, in the particular case of a plasma heated by a realistic intensity profile of a random phase plate (RPP) laser beam.
To our knowledge, besides these few particular cases, no systematic study of the effect of spatial transport on the electron velocity distributions has been published. We therefore propose here to carry out a somewhat more detailed characterization of the distributions under conditions of spatial transport. Due to its relative simplicity, the case of a single laser hot spot seems well suited for this purpose. Indeed, besides α = Z(v os /v th ) 2 , measuring the level of drive, such a system is characterized by essentially one additional parameter, measuring the level of spatial transport. This parameter can be chosen as the ratio λ/∆r between the effective mean free path λ, and the radial focal width ∆r. By carrying out a scan over this two-dimensional parameter space, one can thus obtain a complete picture of the dynamics of a single hot spot in all possible regimes. The ongoing single laser hot spot experiment at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) 5 provides further incentive for studying such a system.
The case of a single hot spot is also ideal for testing the limits of the non-local hydrodynamic approach. [6] [7] [8] This method provides closure relations to the fluid equations for all regimes of collisionality, but is only valid in the linear regime of small perturbations with respect to a given background plasma, assumed to be Maxwellian. Defining quantitatively the limits of the linear regime remains an open issue, and we shall attempt to address this point in this context by using our non-linear Fokker-Planck simulations as a reference.
The single hot spot naturally remains a particular case of an inhomogeneous system.
In fact, the relevance of such results even to the case of a multiple hot spot system is, a priori, not evident. For this reason, we shall also present simulations of a plasma heated by multiple heat sources, and show to what extent the single source results may still be applied.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The equations solved in the simulations are derived in Sec. II, and their numerical implementation is briefly described in Sec. III.
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The parameter scan for the single laser hot spot system is then presented in Sec. IV. The actual parameter range considered is defined in Sec. IV A, the evolution of temperature is discussed in Sec. IV B, the appropriate fitting of the velocity distributions is addressed in Sec. IV C. To estimate the effect of the non-Maxwellian distributions on Landau damping, these fits are then used in Sec. IV D for solving the dispersion relation of plasma waves.
Section V presents the comparisons between the Fokker-Planck calculations and the nonlocal hydrodynamic results. Simulations of a multiple hot spot system are discussed in Sec.
VI. We finally conclude in Sec. VII.
II. PHYSICAL MODEL
The transport of electrons is described by the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation:
where E stands for the self-consistent electrostatic field ensuring quasineutrality, C ee for the Landau electron-electron self-collision operator, and C ei for the Lorentz electron-ion collision operator. For the simulations presented in this paper, ions have been kept fixed.
To lighten notations, physical quantities relative to electrons will often not be explicitly labeled as such, unless required for clarity.
For solving the Fokker-Planck equation, a high ionic charge Z is assumed, such that the electron-ion mean free path λ ei is small compared to any characteristic scale-length L of the system. In this ordering, the electron stopping length
however be such that λ /L ∼ 1, thus potentially giving rise to nonlocal transport. Equation
(1) can then be solved in an expansion series with respect to the small parameter = λ ei /L:
To lowest order, the electron dynamics are dominated by the pitch-angle scattering off of ions:
As a result, f 0 = f 0 (x, v; t) is an isotropic function of velocity. Expansion (2) is only considered up to the next order term f 1 , which represents the lowest order anisotropy in velocity, and arises from the convection both in space and velocity. The corresponding equation is given by
Invoking again high Z, ∂f 1 /∂t and the C ee terms appearing in (3) are small compared to C ei f 1 , and can therefore be neglected. It is then straightforward to solve for f 1 :
where 
using the notations a = eE/m, and χ(x, v) = v 2 /6 ν ei (x, v). Equation (5) is the so-called diffusive approximation [11] [12] [13] to the Fokker-Planck equation. Let us point out, that in this
The relation for the self-collision operator is given by:
Note, that an external heating source S IB , representing inverse Bremsstrahlung between the laser light and the plasma, has been added to Eq.(5). The relation for S IB has been derived in reference 4:
where A/v 3 = ν ei (v), v os = eE 0 /ω 0 is the quiver velocity, E 0 the laser field amplitude, ω 0 the laser frequency, and the velocity v ω is defined such that
By taking the zeroth order velocity moment (4π (5), one obtains the continuity equation for the electron density:
with the particle flux:
The condition of quasineutrality thus requires a divergence-free particle flux Γ, which, in a one-dimensional system, can be reduced to:
This last condition provides the equation for computing the self-consistent electrostatic field
E.
The heat equation is derived by taking the second order velocity moment
with the heat flux:
III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
Except for the ion dynamics, which are neglected here, equation (5) Therefore, simulating an open system is effectively carried out by choosing the computation region large enough, so that no perturbation reaches the edge during the time of the simulation.
The alternating-direction-implicit (ADI) scheme enables one to efficiently solve the Fokker-Planck equation implicitly in time. For this approach to be applicable, Eq. (5) must be written as a sum of differential terms operating separately on x and v:
The contribution to L v proportional to χ is the so-called Ohmic term, which seems to be negligeable for most one-dimensional simulations. This is reflected by the fact, that its second order velocity moment leads to the Ohmic heating (−e)Γ·E in Eq. (6), which is zero as a result of the quasineutrality condition Γ = 0.
Notice that the cross-derivative terms with respect to x and v appearing in Eq. 
IV. PARAMETER SCAN OF SINGLE LASER HOT SPOT SYSTEM
The spatially one-dimensional Fokker-Planck code was applied for computing the electron heat transport transverse to the beam of a diffraction limited (i.e. single hot spot) laser, thus neglecting the transport parallel to the beam. This is justified in first approximation when considering the high intensity hot spot at the center of the focal region. Indeed, assuming a large focal length to beam diameter ratio F , this hot spot is very elongated along the beam:
width ∼ F λ 0 , and length ∼ 8F 2 λ 0 , λ 0 being the wavelength of the laser light. As an initial conditions for the simulation, a uniform Maxwellian background plasma with temperature T 0 is assumed. This system is then driven, through inverse Bremsstrahlung, by a fixed laser intensity. The radial intensity profile I(r) of the beam within the hot spot is approximated by a Gaussian profile:
where ∆r FW is the radial focal width, of order F λ 0 .
In the diffusive approximation, and assuming open boundary conditions, two independent parameters characterize the Fokker-Planck simulation of a single hot spot. This can easily be seen by writing equation (5) 
B. Evolution of Temperature
The single hot spot parameter scan was mainly performed in cylindrical geometry. All simulations were carried out up to the arbitrary time t = 500 ν In fact, for sufficiently driven systems, there is a significant reduction of the laser light absorption at later times due to the non-linearities. Indeed, inverse Bremsstrahlung is essentially proportional to f 0 (v = 0) [see Eq. (6)], which decreases as T −3/2 with increasing temperature, and, as will be pointed out below, is further reduced due to the non-Maxwellian shape acquired by the distribution. Also, spatial transport is enhanced with increasing temperature, as λ scales as T 2 . These different non-linear effects thus further contribute to the system ultimately evolving at a slower rate within the laser beam.
C. Characterizing the Velocity Distribution Functions (VDFs)
The velocity distribution functions on the beam axis at t = 500 ν 
where the coefficients A n and B n , ensuring the definition of density (N = 4π 
, and
Fitting such a DLM function f DLM to the velocity distribution f 0 , obtained from the FokkerPlanck simulation, is performed in the following way: First, the density N and thermal velocity v th in Eq. (9) are matched to those of f 0 . The parameter n is then varied so as to minimize the error:
As shown in Fig.4 , the DLM functions provide a good representation for the bulk of the velocity distributions in all regimes. However, as can be seen in Fig. 5 , the fit f DLM systematically deviates from f 0 in the tail of the distribution for velocities above v = 3v th , v th being the local thermal velocity. This disagreement between f DLM and f 0 is particularly significant in the high intensity cases (a) and (b), involving large values of the DLM parameter: n = 3.27 and n = 3.85 respectively (values given in Fig. 4 ). This deficiency of the DLM functions in representing the tail distribution of highly mobile particles is the result of spatial transport.
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In fact, spatial transport already affects the value of the DLM parameter n itself. This is shown in Fig. 6 In the presence of strong spatial transport [λ ,0 / ∆r FW = 2.6, values labeled (A) in Fig.   6 ], and for all intensities, the parameter n is significantly reduced from its value n Matte in the absence of spatial transport, essentially taking an intermediate value between n = 2 (Maxwellian) and n Matte . In the opposite limit of low spatial transport [λ ,0 / ∆r FW = 2.6/5
4 , values labeled (E) in Fig. 6 ], the DLM parameter is expected to asymptotically tend towards Matte's curve. This is obviously the case in our simulations at low intensities. However, at high intensities, where the temperature T on axis has significantly increased with respect to its background value T 0 (see Fig. 3 ), and the actual mean free path λ = λ ,0 (T/T 0 ) 2 is therefore significantly amplified, this asymptotic limit would only be reached for levels of λ ,0 / ∆r FW below the ones considered in this parameter scan. Note that at intermediate levels of transport, the DLM parameter can take values above the ones predicted for uniform illumination.
Concerning the tails of the velocity distributions f 0 , they are observed to be best represented for v > ∼ 3v th by a Maxwellian fit of the form: The values N tail and T tail of the Maxwellian fit (10) were determined by minimizing the error:
Note that the fit was limited to the velocity interval 3 − 5v th . Also, so as to provide a good fit over the many orders of magnitude over which the tails of the distributions may vary, the deviation between f 0 and f M,tail is measured in terms of the logarithm of these functions.
In the cases of strong spatial transport, and for all intensities, the Gaussian-like tail of the velocity distribution on the beam axis is essentially identical to the tail of the Maxwellian background plasma (see Fig. 5 .a and 5.c). This reflects the rapid thermalization with the surrounding plasma for large values of λ ,0 / ∆r FW . A slight increase in the density N tail with respect to the background value N 0 is nonetheless observed in these cases, which, as verified, agrees well with the adiabatic response to the electrostatic potential drop:
where φ is the potential related to the self consistent electric field E = −∂φ/∂x. . These values are also plotted in Fig. 3 for the entire parameter scan.
In order to combine the DLM fit (9) for the bulk of the distribution and the Maxwellian (10) for the tail into a single continuous function, valid for representing the whole distribution, the following global fit is defined:
where c(v), ensuring the continuous transition from f DLM to f M,tail around the critical velocity v c = 3v th , is arbitrarily chosen as:
A 7.a and 7.c), the heat flux is essentially constant, at least up to the radius r = 10 ∆r FW shown, reflecting the fact that the system basically reached a stationary state in this region.
However, in the presence of weak spatial transport (Figs. 7.b and 7.d), the heat front has barely reached r = 5∆r FW , and consequently the system is still evolving at these radii.
D. Solving the Dispersion Relation for Electron Plasma Waves (EPWs)
To quantify the effect of the non-Maxwellian velocity distribution functions on Landau damping, the linear dispersion relation for EPWs was solved:
where (ω, k) are the frequency and wave vector of the mode, and is the local dispersion function evaluated for the distribution function f 0 (r, v; t) at a given radial position r and time t: Making use of the fact that the considered distributions are isotropic in velocity space, the integral over the solid velocity angle can be carried out, which leads to:
having symmetrized f 0 (v) around v = 0.
Relation (13) for is only valid for positive imaginary frequencies (growing waves), but can be analytically continued into the lower complex frequency half-plane (damped waves).
This can be achieved in the usual way, by deforming the contour of the velocity integral into the lower complex velocity half-plane, a so-called Landau contour (LC), so as to avoid the pole lying at v 0 = ω/k. This procedure naturally assumes that f 0 is itself analytic, and can be continued from the real axis to a region containing v 0 . In this way:
where the last integral is again along the real axis, so that the Landau contour integral effectively leads to picking up the residue from the pole. The main practical problem of evaluating (14) for solving equation (12) 
and the damping rate by the value of f 0 at the resonant phase velocity
The growth rate γ of the EPW as a function of the wave number k has been computed the differences between the various growth rates γ essentially reflect the differences between the corresponding distributions plotted in Fig. 5 . In the case of low spatial transport (see e.g. Fig. 8.b) , the damping can thus be orders of magnitude lower for the actual velocity distribution compared to the equivalent Maxwellian. In the presence of strong spatial transport (Figs. 8.a and 8.b) , however, the differences are much less dramatic.
V. COMPARISON WITH NON-LOCAL HYDRODYNAMICS
The non-local hydrodynamic approach, 6-8 providing closure relations to the fluid equations for all regimes of collisionality, is a useful benchmark for the Fokker-Planck code. In turn, the full Fokker-Planck simulations enable one to determine quantitatively the limits of these relations, which are valid only in the linear regime of small deviations with respect to a Maxwellian background distribution. For this purpose, the evolution of the temperature profile in the case of a single laser hot spot was derived in the framework of the non-local hydrodynamic model, and compared to results from the non-linear Fokker-Planck code.
Assuming a Maxwellian background distribution driven by a low intensity laser, the heat equation (6) can be written in linearized form:
where I = (1/2) 0 E The non-local hydrodynamic approach provides the closure relations for the current j and heat flux q, which can be written in Fourier representation with respect to space as
with λ ei = v th /ν ei the thermal electron-ion mean free path, k the wave vector of the perturbation, and the effective force field being defined as E = E + (ik/e)(δN T /N + δT ).
Note the following transport coefficients: The electric conductivity σ, heat conductivity χ, thermoelectric coefficient α, and the coefficients ξ j,q describing the coupling of the laser to the plasma. In general, these coefficients are not only function of the wave number k = |k|, but also of the rate ν at which transport evolves. It has been shown, that this frequency dependence must be taken into account when considering the rapid relaxation of an initial temperature perturbation under conditions of strong non-local transport. 18 However, for the driven systems studied here, the evolution takes place at a slower rate, and the transport coefficients at zero frequency (ν = 0) computed in references 6-8 may therefore be considered.
From Eq. (18), the condition of quasineutrality j = 0 provides the equation for the self-consistent electric field
The heat flux is then given by
with the effective heat conductivity κ and coefficient ξ defined by
The linearized heat equation (17) can now be written in Fourier representation with respect
having used the notation ν relax = (2/3)κk 2 /N for the relaxation rate of temperature perturbations, and the relation I/(c N c ) = (T/2)(v os /v th ) 2 between the laser intensity and the quiver velocity. It is straightforward to integrate (20) with respect to time, giving
20 having assumed no initial temperature perturbation, and the laser drive invariant over time.
As in the numerical simulations, the heat transport is to be considered in the plane transverse to the laser beam. Considering a radially Gaussian laser intensity profile of the form (8), the two-dimensional Fourier transform becomes
According to Eqs. (21) and (22), one has δT (k) = δT (|k|), and, transforming back to direct space, the temperature perturbation becomes
where J 0 is the zeroth order Bessel function.
Inserting (21) and (22) into (23), one finally obtains the radial temperature profile resulting from non-local heat transport:
having defined the thermal electron-electron collision frequency as ν ee = (4/Z)ν ei (v th ), and again using the thermal stopping length
For the transport coefficients κ and ξ appearing in (24), one can make use of the approximate relations 
given by Eq. 
VI. MULTIPLE LASER HOT SPOT SYSTEMS
In general, the non-linear simulation results obtained for single hot spots cannot be directly applied for describing systems composed of more than one such heat source. In a non-linear regime, as soon as the heat fronts from neighboring hot spots overlap, the principle of superposition of effects from the individual heat sources naturally breaks down.
As an illustration, let us consider such a multiple hot spot system. The cylindrical symmetry, used for carrying out the single hot spot calculations, becomes inappropriate for modeling two or more hot spots, and, so as to avoid the need for a fully two-dimensional spatial simulation, a slab-like geometry is assumed instead. Note that the change of geometry in itself affects the heat transport results.
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The system defined here is quite similar to the one considered by Afeyan et al.. The peak laser intensity at each hot spot is I 0 = 4.8 · 10 15 W cm −2 , providing an average intensity over all ten speckles of I av = 2.0 · 10
In a first simulation, the ten hot spots were placed at the center of a system 600 µm wide, with fixed boundaries defined by the initial Maxwellian background. This system was then evolved for t = 4500 ν −1 ee,0 = 235 psec, at which point it essentially reached an equilibrium with the fixed boundaries. The corresponding temperature profile is shown in Fig. 10 .a.
Thanks to the mirror symmetry of the laser intensity profile, only half of the system needed to be computed by taking a reflective boundary at the center.
Velocity distributions are plotted in Fig. 10 .b and 10.c, in linear and logarithmic scale respectively. The distribution at the very center of the system (x = 0, minimum in intensity profile) is compared to the one at x = 10 µm (first maximum in intensity from center). As shown in Fig. 10 .b, variations in the bulk of the distribution reflect the variations of the laser intensity profile. The DLM parameters providing the best fits at positions x = 0 and 10µm are n = 2.79 and 3.10 respectively. The tails of the distributions are however essentially invariant within the heating region, as illustrated in Fig. 10 .c. This is due to the fact that the slow particles of the bulk undergo heating locally, while the highly mobile particles in the tail are mainly submitted to dynamics resulting from an average intensity profile. This is confirmed by actually repeating the same simulation after having replaced the intensity profile from the ten hot spots by the average profile shown in Fig. 10 .a. As appears in Fig. 10 .c, the tail of the corresponding velocity distribution (taken arbitrarily at x = 0) indeed matches the tails resulting from the spatially modulated intensity. Furthermore, as expected, the bulk distribution (Fig. 10.b) , with a DLM fit value n = 2.85, is intermediate between the distributions relative to minima and maxima in intensity of the multiple hot spot case.
Due to the large temperature increase by the end of the simulation (factor 10), the stopping length at the center of the system becomes of the order λ 17 µm for thermal particles, and λ (4v th ) = 4.4mm for particles in the tail with velocities v 4v th . This is appreciably larger than the distance of 300 µm from the center to the boundary of the initial simulation domain. One may therefore expect, that even at the very center of the system, the tails of the distribution are affected by the fixed boundary conditions. In an attempt to simulate open boundaries, two additional simulations were carried out by placing the edge of the computation domain at 2 mm, and then 10 mm from the center of the system.
Within the initial region of 300 µm from the center, the results from these two last runs are The Gaussian intensity profile is plotted as a reference (dashed line). 
